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Abstract
We study a class of complex vector fields defined on the two-torus of the form L = ∂/∂t + (a(x, t) + ib(x, t))∂/∂x,
a, b ∈ C∞(T2;R), b ≡ 0. We view L as an operator acting on smooth functions and present conditions for L to have either a
closed range or a finite-codimensional range. Our results involve, besides condition (P) of Nirenberg and Treves, the behavior of
a + ib near each one-dimensional Sussmann orbit homotopic to the unit circle. One of the main goals of our work is to provide
some clarification about the role played by the coefficient a in the validity of the above properties of the range.
© 2006 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
Résumé
On étudie une classe de champs de vecteurs complexes definis sur le tore et de la forme L = ∂/∂t + (a(x, t) + ib(x, t))∂/∂x,
a, b ∈ C∞(T2;R), b ≡ 0. On considère L comme un opérateur defini sur les fonctions indéfiniment différentiables et on donne des
conditions pour que l’image de L soit fermée et pour qu’elle soit aussi de codimension finie. Nos résultats utilisent la condition (P)
de Nirenberg et Trèves ainsi que le comportement de a + ib près de chaque orbite de Sussmann unidimensionnelle homotope au
cercle unitaire. Un des buts principaux de notre article est de préciser le rôle joué par le coefficient a dans la validité des proprietés
de l’image ci-dessus.
© 2006 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The local solvability of a linear partial differential operator of principal type is characterized by the well-known
Nirenberg–Treves condition (P) (see [14]).
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the two-torus T2(x,t)  R2/2πZ2 that satisfy condition (P). This class consists of vector fields of the form:
L = ∂/∂t + (a(x, t)+ ib(x, t))∂/∂x, a, b ∈ C∞(T2;R), b ≡ 0; (1.1)
thus our vector fields are truly non-real.
The vector field L is said to be globally solvable if the range of the operator L :C∞(T2) → C∞(T2) is closed; if,
furthermore, L(C∞(T2)) has finite codimension then L is said to be strongly solvable.
For vector fields such as (1.1), condition (P) has a simple statement: L satisfies condition (P) if and only if the
function b does not change sign along the integral curves of ∂/∂t + a(x, t)∂/∂x (see [13], Theorem 3.7).
An orbit (in the sense of Sussmann [21]; see also [6,23]) of a non-singular complex vector field, L, defined on a
smooth two-dimensional manifold X is an equivalence class with respect to the following relation: two points x, y ∈ X
are said to be equivalent if there is a finite number of integral curves of ±	L and ±
L such that their juxtaposition
connects x and y. If B is an orbit and there is x ∈ B such 	L(x) and 
L(x) are linearly independent then B is
two-dimensional; otherwise, B is one-dimensional.
For vector fields of the form (1.1) the only possibility for 	L and 
L to be linearly dependent at p = (x0, t0) is if
b(x0, t0) = 0; hence if p belongs to a one-dimensional orbit, γ , then 	L(p) is tangent to γ and 
L(p) = 0. It follows
that γ is a one-dimensional orbit of L if and only if γ is an integral curve of 	L along which 
L = 0.
It is convenient to divide the study according to the different possibilities for the integral curves of 	L and for
the geometry of the orbits. As a first case, assume that each integral curve of 	L is periodic; then it is possible to
transform our vector field into a new vector field whose real part is equal to ∂/∂t, a case which is already treated
in [1]. As a second case, assume that L has no periodic one-dimensional Sussmann orbits. In this case, we can prove
that (see Section 3) T2 is the only orbit; thus condition (i) of Theorem 7.1 of [12] is satisfied and hence L is strongly
solvable.
Hence we have the right to restrict ourselves to the case where L has at least one periodic, one-dimensional
Sussmann orbit and 	L has at least one non-periodic integral curve.
Before we state our results we will describe some of the known facts.
When a ≡ 0, the properties of interest here have been studied in [1]: if L = ∂/∂t + ib(x, t)∂/∂x satisfies condition
(P) and if, for each x such that t → b(x, t) ≡ 0 the function b vanishes of order m = m(x)  2, then L is strongly
solvable. Moreover, a necessary condition for global solvability is that b vanish of finite order at {x} × T1.
The special class where a and b are independent of t has been dealt with in [5]. It was proved there that the
finiteness of the order of zeros of a + ib is necessary for strong solvability. Furthermore, the interplay between the
order of vanishing of common zeros of a, and of b, is crucial for the strong solvability.
When a and b are independent of x (the tube case) the problem of global solvability has been studied in [15]
(however no strong solvability was considered there).
Now we will describe our results. LetK be the union of all one-dimensional, periodic orbits of the structure defined
by L. In other words, let K be the union of all periodic integral curves of 	L along which b ≡ 0 (see Subsection 3.1).
By our assumptions we have K = ∅, and, as consequence of b ≡ 0, we have ∂K = ∅.
Concerning necessary conditions for global solvability we have the following result: if L is globally solvable then,
for each x0 ∈ T1 such that {x0}×T1 is contained in ∂K, the function a+ ib cannot be flat at {x0}×T1 (Theorem 2.4).
As far as sufficient conditions are concerned, we will work (as in [1,5]) under the assumption that K consists of
a finite number of periodic one-dimensional orbits; in other words, for some q ∈ Z+, K =⋃qk=1 γk . After a change
of coordinates (see [8,11]) we can assume K = N × T1, where N = {x ∈ T1;a(x, t) + ib(x, t) = 0,∀t ∈ T1} =
{x1, . . . , xq}. Suppose that condition (P) is satisfied and, for each xk ∈ N , there is a neighborhood, Vk , such that
a(x, t) + ib(x, t) = (x − xk)mk (a0(x, t) + ib0(x, t)) in Vk . Under the hypotheses above, if t → b0(xk, t) ≡ 0 and
mk  2, for each k = 1, . . . , q , then L is strongly solvable (Theorem 3.4).
As in [1] we use, in an essential way, the so-called method of descent (see also [9,10]) in order to transform our
vector field, L, into a new vector field L, with more variables but less degeneracy, to which the results of Hörmander
can be applied to yield useful information. One of the main technical difficulties that had to be overcome was the
construction of an appropriate semi-global first integral Z for L near a one-dimensional orbit. In the end we also use
a result (from [1]) concerning the existence of a flat solution (for an abstract equation in Hilbert space), when the
right-hand side is flat.
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function; our class of vector fields is however not invariant. On the other hand, we hope that our results will lead to
such an invariant formulation.
2. A necessary condition for global solvability
As explained in the introduction if L, given by (1.1), satisfies condition (P) and L has no periodic, one-dimensional
Sussmann orbit then L is strongly solvable. In this section, we assume that L satisfies condition (P) and that L has at
least one periodic one-dimensional Sussmann orbit. After a unimodular transformation, if necessary, we can assume,
as in [4], that such an orbit is homotopic to {0} × T1. We will present a necessary condition for the global solvability
of the vector field L; in particular, it will also be a necessary condition for the strong solvability of L. Let K be the
union of all one-dimensional, periodic Sussmann orbits of the structure defined by L. In other words, let K be the
union of all periodic integral curves of 	L along which b ≡ 0. By assumption, we have K = ∅, and, since b ≡ 0 also
∂K = ∅. The necessary condition is as follows: under the above assumptions, if x0 ∈ T1 is such that {x0} ×T1 ⊂ ∂K,
then a + ib is not flat along {x0} × T1 (see Theorem 2.4).
Our proof of the necessity follows the classical path (see [12]): the assumption of global solvability implies certain
inequalities, whereas the flatness of a + ib implies that such inequalities are violated.
As in [1] we will use the following characterization (due to [19], p. 10) of operators having closed range:
Lemma 2.1. (Köthe) Let E, F be Fréchet spaces, with F separable. Then a continuous linear mapping A :E → F has
closed range if and only if the following property holds: given xn ∈ F ′ with tA(xn) → 0 weakly, there exists yn ∈ F ′
with yn → 0 weakly such that tA(yn) = tA(xn).
Lemma 2.2. If L is globally solvable then given any sequence {μn} in D′(T2), such that tLμn → 0 weakly, there exist
C > 0 and N ∈ Z+ such that∣∣μn[(a + ib)ϕ˜]∣∣C∥∥(a + ib)ϕ˜∥∥(N), ∀ϕ ∈ C∞(T1),
∫
ϕ = 0, ∀n ∈ Z+, (2.1)
where ϕ˜ ∈ C∞(T2) is defined by ϕ˜ .= ϕ ⊗ 1t .
The proof of this lemma will be omitted because it is a simple adaptation of the one of Lemma 2.1 in [1].
Lemma 2.3. Let K be the union of all one-dimensional, periodic Sussmann orbits of the structure defined by L.
Suppose that x0 ∈ T1 is such that {x0} × T1 ⊂ ∂K. Then (at least) one of the following possibilities must occur:
(.1) each open neighborhood, V , of {x0} × T1 contains a periodic integral curve, γ , of 	L, such that b ◦ γ ≡ 0;
(.2) for each open neighborhood V , of {x0} × T1, the set V \ ({x0} × T1) contains a periodic integral curve, γ ,
of 	L, with γ equal to the ω-limit set (or to the α-limit set) of some non-periodic integral curve of 	L;
(.3) there is a non-periodic integral curve of 	L, whose ω-limit set (or whose α-limit set) is equal to {x0} × T1.
Proof. Assume that (.3) does not hold. Then there is an open neighborhood, W , of {x0} ×T1 such that each integral
curve of 	L through a point in W \ ({x0} × T1) is either periodic or else has periodic integral curves as its ω-limit
and α-limit sets. In particular, any open neighborhood of {x0} ×T1 contained in W , contains infinitely many periodic
integral curves of 	L. In this situation, if we also have that (.2) does not hold, then there is an open V which is foliated
by periodic integral curves of 	L. Now, since {x0} × T1 ⊂ ∂K, it follows that each open neighborhood of {x0} × T1
contains infinitely many periodic integral curves of 	L which are not one-dimensional orbits; in other words, (.1)
holds. The proof is complete. 
Theorem 2.4. Consider the vector field,
L = ∂/∂t + (a(x, t)+ ib(x, t))∂/∂x, a, b ∈ C∞(T2;R), b ≡ 0,
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Sussmann orbits of the structure defined by L. If L is globally solvable, then for every x0 ∈ T1 such that {x0}×T1 ⊂ ∂K,
the function a + ib is not flat along {x0} × T1.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction and assume that a + ib is flat along {x0} × T1. Our proof will deal separately
with each of the three cases in Lemma 2.3, and in each case we will assume that the curves appearing in each case lie
in the region x > x0 (if they lie in the region x < x0 the proof is analogous). Before dealing with the three cases we
will make some general remarks.
Let ϕ ∈ C∞0 ((−1,1)) such that ϕ ≡ 1 on the interval [0,3/4], ϕ  0 on [−1/2,1], ϕ  0 on [−1,−1/2], and∫
ϕ = 0. Consider a strictly decreasing sequence (xn) which converges to x0 and satisfies xn − x0 < 23 . Define the
following sequence of functions:
ϕn(x) = ϕ
(
2
3
x − x0
xn − x0
)
, n ∈ Z+. (2.2)
Note that −1 < 23 x−x0xn−x0 < 1 ⇔
5x0−3xn
2 < x <
3xn−x0
2 . Hence supp(ϕn) ⊂ ( 5x0−3xn2 , 3xn−x02 ). Also, 5x0−3xn2 < x0 <
xn <
3xn−x0
2 and ϕn ≡ 1 on [x0, 9xn−x08 ]. Since a = O(|x − x0|2), we can find a neighborhood U × T1 of {x0} × T1
such that, for every (x, t) ∈ U ×T1 we have |a(x, t)| < 116πC′ |x−x0|; here C′ is the Lipschitz constant of the function
φ on T1 × [0,2π], where φ is such that γ(x,0)(s)=˙(φ(x, s), s) is the integral curve of 	L with initial point (x,0). It
is easy to see that there is an open set U ′ ⊂ U such that for every (x,0) ∈ U ′ × T1 one has (φ(x, s), s) ∈ U × T1 if
0 s  2π . It follows that, for every (x,0) ∈ U ′ × T1 and 0 s  2π , we have:∣∣φ(x, s)− x∣∣ 1
8
|x − x0|; (2.3)
indeed, for some s′, |φ(x, s) − x| = |φ(x, s) − φ(x,0)|  |a(φ(x, s′), s′)|2π  2π 116πC′ |φ(x, s′) − x0| =
1
8C′ |φ(x, s′) − φ(x0, s′)|  18C′ C′|x − x0| = 18 |x − x0|. Hence if x ∈ U ′, x > x0 and 0  s  2π , then φ(x, s) =
φ(x, s)− x + x  x−x08 + x = 9x−x08 and, therefore,
x0 < φ(x, s)
9x − x0
8
. (2.4)
Taking a subsequence (if necessary), we may assume that (xn,0) ∈ U ′ × T1, for all n.
Define ϕ˜n(x, t) = ϕn(x)⊗ 1t . Given N ∈ N, a simple computation yields positive constants C1 and C2, depending
on N , such that the following inequalities are satisfied:∣∣ϕ(j)n (x)∣∣ C1|xn − x0|−j , for all j N; (2.5)∣∣∂α(a + ib)(x, t)∣∣ C2|x − x0|N+3, for all |α|N, and for all t ∈ T1. (2.6)
Thus, given N ∈ N, inequalities (2.5) and (2.6) imply that there is a positive constant C3 such that the following
estimate holds: ∥∥(a + ib)ϕ˜n∥∥(N)  C3|xn − x0|3, n ∈ Z+. (2.7)
An important fact which will be used several times in the sequel is that, thanks to condition (P) we have:∣∣∣∣∣
r2∫
r1
b ◦ γ(x,0)(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣=
r2∫
r1
∣∣b ◦ γ(x,0)(s)∣∣ds, (2.8)
for all r1 < r2 < ∞ and for every integral curve γ(x,0) of 	L.
As mentioned before, we will assume that the relevant curves in each case of Lemma 2.3 lie in the region x > x0.
Suppose that case (.1) occurs. Then we can find a sequence ((xn,0)), with (xn) strictly decreasing to x0, such that
through each point (xn,0) there passes a periodic integral curve of 	L, namely, γn(s) .= γ(xn,0)(s), s ∈ [0,2π], and
such that, furthermore, b ◦ γn ≡ 0. Consider the sequence of functions (ϕn) given by (2.2), corresponding to the our
sequence (xn) above; write ϕ˜n = ϕn ⊗ 1t .
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μn(ϕ)
.= αn
2π∫
0
ϕ ◦ γn(s)ds, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞
(
T
2),
where αn = 1−cos(xn−x0)∫ 2π
0 |b◦γn|(s)ds
. Clearly μn ∈D′(T2). Also, if ϕ ∈ C∞(T2), then we have:
tLμn(ϕ) = αn
( 2π∫
0
(∂tϕ + a∂xϕ) ◦ γn(s)ds + i
2π∫
0
(b∂xϕ) ◦ γn(s)ds
)
= αn
( 2π∫
0
(ϕ ◦ γn)′(s)ds + i
2π∫
0
(b∂xϕ) ◦ γn(s)ds
)
.
Note that
∫ 2π
0 (ϕ ◦ γn)′(s)ds = 0. Hence we have
∣∣tLμn(ϕ)∣∣ αn sup
T2
|∂xϕ|
2π∫
0
|b ◦ γn(s)|ds =
(
1 − cos(xn − x0)
)
sup
T2
|∂xϕ|.
Therefore tLμn → 0 weakly. It follows from (2.4) and from the fact that ϕn ≡ 1 on [x0, (9xn −x0)/8] that ϕ˜n ◦γn ≡ 1;
this together with (2.8) and inequalities (2.1) and (2.7) imply that
1 − cos(xn − x0) = 1 − cos(xn − x0)∫ 2π
0 |b ◦ γn(s)|ds
∣∣∣∣∣
2π∫
0
(bϕ˜n) ◦ γn(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣= αn
∣∣∣∣∣
2π∫
0
(bϕ˜n) ◦ γn(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣μn[(a + ib)ϕ˜n]∣∣ CC3|xn − x0|3,
a contradiction, which concludes the proof in case (.1).
Suppose now that case (.2) occurs. Then, there exist sequences (xn), (x′n) and (x′′n), each of which is strictly
decreasing and converges to x0, such that xn ∈ (x′′n, x′n) and, furthermore, the integral curves, γ(x′′n ,0) and γ(x′n,0), of	L, are periodic, the integral curve, γn = γ(xn,0), through each (xn,0), is a non-periodic integral curve of 	L, and we
have: one of the curves γ(x′′n ,0), γ(x′n,0), is the α-limit set of γ(xn,0), while the other curve is the ω-limit set of γ(xn,0).
Hence we can find sn < s′n ∈ R such that γn(sn) and γn(s′n) belong to T1 × {0} and furthermore
n
n+ 1 
|φ(xn, s′n)− φ(xn, sn)|
x′n − x′′n
< 1.
Consider the sequence (ϕn), given by (2.2), corresponding to the sequence (x′n). We may assume (by taking a subse-
quence, if necessary) that one of the following situations occurs:
(i) ∫ s′n
sn
|b ◦ γn|(s)ds  x′n − x′′n , for all n;
(ii) ∫ s′n
sn
|b ◦ γn|(s)ds > x′n − x′′n , for all n.
Suppose first that case (i) occurs. Define
μn(ϕ)
.= 1 − cos(x
′
n − x0)
x′n − x′′n
s′n∫
sn
ϕ ◦ γn(s)ds, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞
(
T
2).
Clearly μn ∈D′(T2). Also, if ϕ ∈ C∞(T2) and K is a Lipschitz constant for ϕ, we have |tLμn(ϕ)| [1 − cos(x′n −
x0)](K + supT2 |∂xϕ|) hence tLμn → 0 weakly. As in case (.1) we have, from (2.4), ϕ˜n ◦ γn ≡ 1, hence by using
inequalities (2.1) and (2.7), we obtain:
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n+ 1
(
1 − cos(x′n − x0)
)

(
1 − cos(x′n − x0)
) |φ(xn, s′n)− φ(xn, sn)|
x′n − x′′n
= 1 − cos(x
′
n − x0)
x′n − x′′n
∣∣∣∣∣
s′n∫
sn
(aϕ˜n) ◦ γn(s)
∣∣∣∣∣ds

∣∣μn[(a + ib)ϕ˜n]∣∣CC3|x′n − x0|3.
Therefore
1 − cos(x′n − x0)
n+ 1
n
CC3|x′n − x0|3  2CC3|x′n − x0|3,
which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that (ii) is satisfied. Then
s′n∫
sn
|b ◦ γn|(s)ds > x′n − x′′n >
∣∣φ(xn, s′n)− φ(xn, sn)∣∣.
Define:
μn(ϕ)
.= 1 − cos(x
′
n − x0)∫ s′n
sn
|b ◦ γn|(s)ds
s′n∫
sn
ϕ ◦ γn(s)ds, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞
(
T
2).
Clearly μn ∈ D′(T2). Also, if ϕ ∈ C∞(T2) and K is a Lipschitz constant for ϕ, then |tLμn(ϕ)|  [1 − cos(x′n −
x0)](K + supT2 |∂xϕ|), hence tLμn → 0 weakly. As before, (2.4) implies that ϕ˜n ◦γn ≡ 1, hence (2.8) and inequalities
(2.1) and (2.7) imply that
1 − cos(x′n − x0) =
1 − cos(x′n − x0)∫ s′n
sn
|b ◦ γn(s)|ds
s′n∫
sn
|(bϕ˜n) ◦ γn(s)|ds

∣∣μn[(a + ib)ϕ˜n]∣∣ CC3|xn − x0|3,
a contradiction, which concludes the proof in case (.2).
Finally, suppose that (.3) occurs. We may assume, without loss of generality, that for each x > 0, the integral
curve γ(x,0) has {x0} × T1 as its ω-limit set (in case it is the α-limit set the proof is analogous). We may assume that
there is a sequence (xn), strictly decreasing to x0, such that the integral curve γn(s) = γ(xn,0)(s) = (φ(xn, s), s), has
{x0} × T1 as its ω-limit set. Consider the sequence of functions given by (2.2), corresponding to this sequence (xn).
For each n choose sn ∈ R+ such that (x′n,0) = γ(xn,0)(sn) satisfies |x′n − x0| < |xn − x0|3. We may assume (by taking
a subsequence, if necessary) that one of the following possibilities occurs:
(i) ∫ sn0 |b ◦ γn|(s)ds → 0;
(ii) ∫ sn0 |b ◦ γn|(s)ds = 0, ∀n, and ∫ sn0 |b ◦ γn|(s)ds → C, 0 <C ∞.
Suppose that item (i) is satisfied. Define:
μn(ϕ)
.=
sn∫
0
ϕ ◦ γn(s)ds, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞
(
T
2).
Clearly μn ∈ D′(T2). Also, if ϕ ∈ C∞(T2), we have |tLμn(ϕ)|  |ϕ(γn(sn)) − ϕ(γn(0))| + supT2 |∂xϕ|
∫ sn
0 |b ◦
γn(s)|ds. Therefore tLμn → 0 weakly. Hence, from inequalities (2.1) and (2.7), we obtain |μn[(a + ib)ϕ˜n]| 
CC3|xn − x0|3. Also, since (2.4) implies that ϕ˜n ◦ γn| ≡ 1, we have:[0,∞)
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∣∣∣∣∣
sn∫
0
(aϕ˜n) ◦ γn(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
sn∫
0
a ◦ γn(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣
sn∫
0
∂sφ(xn, s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣
= |x′n − xn| = xn − x′n = xn − x0 − (x′n − x0).
Hence
|xn − x0| (CC3 + 1)|xn − x0|3,
which is a contradiction.
Suppose now that (ii) is satisfied. Define:
μn(ϕ)
.= 1 − cos(xn − x0)∫ sn
0 |b ◦ γn|(s)ds
sn∫
0
ϕ ◦ γn(s)ds, ∀ϕ ∈ C∞
(
T
2).
Clearly μn ∈D′(T2). Also, if ϕ ∈ C∞(T2), we have:∣∣tLμn(ϕ)∣∣ (1 − cos(xn − x0))
( |ϕ(γn(sn))− ϕ(γn(0))|∫ sn
0 |b ◦ γn|(s)ds
+ sup
T2
|∂xϕ|
)
,
hence tLμn → 0 weakly. As before, we obtain:
1 − cos(xn − x0) = 1 − cos(xn − x0)∫ sn
0 |b ◦ γn(s)|ds
∣∣∣∣∣
sn∫
0
(bϕ˜n) ◦ γn(s)ds
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣μn[(a + ib)ϕ˜n]∣∣ CC3|xn − x0|3,
which is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
Remark 2.5. The same arguments of the proof of the Theorem 2.4 can be applied to prove a necessary condition
for the global solvability for all vector fields, of the form (1.1), which satisfy condition (P) and have at least one
Sussmann orbit which, although not equal to {x} ×T1, is homotopic to {0} ×T1 and is contained in ∂K. Indeed, if γ
is such orbit then by [8] (Theorem 2.1) and [11] (Theorem 1.3, Chapter 8) we obtain, as in [4], a diffeomorphism of
T
2 onto T2 such that in the new coordinates L can be written in the form:
L = ∂/∂t + (a˜(x, t)+ ib˜(x, t))∂/∂x, a˜, b˜ ∈ C∞(V ;R),
in a neighborhood, V , of {x0} × T1, and γ can be written in the form γ (s) = (x0, s), s ∈ [0,2π].
The next result is a consequence of Theorem 2.4 (see also [5]).
Corollary 2.6. If L = ∂/∂t + (a(x)+ ib(x))∂/∂x, with b ≡ 0, is globally solvable and satisfies condition (P) then the
zeros of a + ib are of finite order.
To conclude this section we make just one remark: the global solvability of L does not imply, in general, that
condition (P) holds; this happens, for instance, in the case when L = ∂/∂t + i sin t∂/∂x (see [15]).
3. Sufficient conditions for strong solvability
In this section, our goal is to present sufficient conditions for L, having the form (1.1), that is,
L = ∂/∂t + (a(x, t)+ ib(x, t))∂/∂x, a, b ∈ C∞(T2;R), b ≡ 0,
to be strongly solvable. In particular, we will obtain sufficient conditions for L to be globally solvable.
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We will assume that condition (P) is satisfied; recall that condition (P) is necessary for strong solvability, in view
of Hörmander’s results (see [14], Corollary 26.4.8).
We begin by analyzing several of the possibilities for the integral curves of 	L and for the one-dimensional
Sussmann orbits of the structure defined by L. We remark that, in our case, a one-dimensional Sussmann orbit is
an integral curve of 	L along which b ≡ 0, since the coefficient of ∂/∂t in 	L is equal to 1 everywhere.
Let us consider the case where each integral curve of 	L is periodic. Then by using a unimodular transformation,
if necessary, we may assume that each integral curve is homotopic to {0} ×T1, and then the flow of 	L gives rise to a
diffeomorphism of T2 which transforms our vector field into a new vector field whose real part is equal to ∂/∂t , a case
which is already treated in [1].
Therefore we have the right to restrict ourselves to the case where 	L has at least one non-periodic integral curve.
Let us now consider the case where L has no periodic, one-dimensional Sussmann orbits, that is, there is no periodic
integral curve of 	L along which b ≡ 0. Then there are two possible cases. First case: there are no periodic integral
curves of 	L. Second case: b ≡ 0 along each periodic integral curve of 	L.
Before analyzing these two cases, we recall the fact that, as an immediate consequence of [22] (see also [16]), we
have: the α-limit (or the ω-limit) set of any integral curve of the real vector field ∂/∂t + a(x, t)∂/∂x on T2 is either a
periodic integral curve or T2.
First case: there are no periodic integral curves of 	L. Then the above-mentioned result of [22] implies that each
integral curve of 	L is dense in T2; since b ≡ 0, we conclude that T2 is the only Sussmann orbit. Let γp be a
bicharacteristic curve of 	
 through p ∈ C, where C is the characteristic set, and 
 = τ + [a(x, t) + ib(x, t)]ξ is the
principal symbol of L. If γp(s) ∈ C, for all s ∈ Dγp , then the projection of γp on T2 is an one-dimensional orbit; hence
we have that condition (i) of Theorem 7.1 of [12] is satisfied. Therefore L is strongly solvable.
Second case: b ≡ 0 along each periodic integral curve of 	L. Then a simple argument shows that again T2 is the
only Sussmann orbit and L is strongly solvable.
Therefore we have the right to restrict ourselves to the case where L has at least one periodic, one-dimensional
Sussmann orbit; in particular, 	L has at least one periodic integral curve.
Recall that K denotes the union of all one-dimensional, periodic Sussmann orbits of the structure defined by L. If
there were an infinite number of such periodic one-dimensional orbits then, by using delta distributions concentrated
on each orbit, we would prove that dim(ker tL) = ∞, hence L would not be strongly solvable.
Summing up the above discussion, in order to study the strong solvability of L, as in (1.1), we have the right to
restrict ourselves to the case where L satisfies the following conditions:
• there is at least one periodic, one-dimensional Sussmann orbit (without loss of generality, we will assume further
that each such orbit is homotopic to {0} × T1);
• 	L has at least one non-periodic integral curve;
• the number of periodic, one-dimensional orbits is finite.
So, in this section we will assume that the above conditions are satisfied. In particular, we will suppose that
K=⋃qk=1 γk , for some q . Define U = T2 \K.
For convenience, set γq+1 = γ1. This enumeration of the curves in K is such that there is no γ
 between γk and
γk+1, for k = 1, . . . , q . Thus the open set bounded by γk and γk+1 is a connected component of U .
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that L satisfies condition (P). Let V be a two-dimensional orbit of the structure defined by L
on T2. Let s ∈ R. If μ ∈D′(V ) and tLμ ∈ Hsloc then μ ∈ Hsloc.
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of that of a similar result in [1] (Lemma 3.1) (there, it is assumed that 	L = ∂/∂t).
Let (x0, t0) ∈ V . Then the integral curve, γ , of 	L such that γ (0) = (x0, t0), is contained in V which is a two-
dimensional orbit. In particular, γ is not a one-dimensional orbit, hence there is s0 such that b(γ (s0)) = 0. Thus L is
elliptic at γ (s0) hence μ ∈ Hs+1 ⊂ Hs at γ (s0). In view of condition (P), b has constant sign in a neighborhood of
the arc γ ([0, s0]), hence Theorem 3.1 in [12] implies that μ ∈ Hs at (x0, t0). 
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tLμ = 0. If μ = 0 in some open subset of V then μ ≡ 0.
Proof. The support of μ is equal to a union of Sussmann orbits ([18], Proposition 2.3). Hence μ ≡ 0. 
Since K is finite union of periodic, one-dimensional orbits, we can find—with the help of results in [8,11]—
a diffeomorphism from T2 into T2 such that, using the same notation (x, t) for the new coordinates, L has the same
form as originally, and K can be written as K=N × T1, where
N = {x ∈ T1;a(x, t)+ ib(x, t) = 0,∀t ∈ T1}= {x1, . . . , xq}, and
U = T2 \ (N × T1)= q⋃
k=1
Jk × T1, where Jk = (xk, xk+1).
For each xk ∈N , define:
F(xk) = ker tL ∩ E ′
({xk} × T1).
If Jk−1 ×T1 and Jk ×T1 are two-dimensional orbits and U = (xk −δ, xk +δ)×T1, with δ > 0 small, then Lemma 3.2
implies that ker tL ∩ E ′(U) =F(xk).
We also use the notation f ∈F(xk)◦ to mean that 〈h,f 〉 = 0 for every h ∈F(xk).
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 allow us to easily adapt the (non-trivial) proof of Theorem 3.1 in [1], thus yielding the
following extension:
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that L satisfies condition (P), that K = N × T1, with N finite, and that each connected
component of U is a two-dimensional orbit. Then L is strongly solvable if and only if, for each xk ∈N , the following
properties are satisfied:
() dimF(xk) < ∞;
() for each f smooth near {xk} × T1, with f ∈ F(xk)◦, there exists a smooth solution, u, to the equation Lu = f
in a neighborhood of {xk} × T1.
The usefulness of this result lies in the fact that, in order to study the strong solvability on the torus, one is reduced
to studying solvability near the characteristic set (the latter type of solvability was the subject of several recent works,
such as [2,3]); see also [7,20] for a study of equations near the characteristic set, as in property () above.
3.2. Statement of the main result
We are now ready to state the main result of this section.
Theorem 3.4. Consider the vector field,
L = ∂/∂t + (a(x, t)+ ib(x, t))∂/∂x, a, b ∈ C∞(T2;R), b ≡ 0,
on the two-torus T2, and assume that L satisfies condition (P). Suppose that L has a finite number of periodic, one-
dimensional orbits, namely, {xk} × T1, xk ∈ N , and call K the union of such orbits. Assume that each connected
component of T2 \K is a two-dimensional orbit. Suppose that, for each k, there exists mk  2 such that, in a neigh-
borhood of {xk} × T1, we have a(x, t) + ib(x, t) = (x − xk)mk (a0(x, t) + ib0(x, t)), where a0, b0 are smooth and
t → b0(x, t) ≡ 0. Then L is strongly solvable.
Remark 3.5. If one does not assume that the number of one-dimensional orbits is finite then L is not strongly solvable,
as explained in the previous subsection.
Remark 3.6. Since K is a finite union we may assume that K=N ×T1, withN finite as explained after Lemma 3.2.
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globally solvable, in view of Theorem 2.4.
Remark 3.8. If one does not assume that each connected component of U is a two-dimensional orbit, then L may not
be strongly solvable. For instance, if L = ∂/∂t + (a(x)+ ib(x))∂/∂x and if b ≡ 0 over some Jk , then dim(ker tL) = ∞
and L is not strongly solvable (see [5]).
Remark 3.9. In the work [5] the special class of vector fields L = ∂/∂t + (a(x) + ib(x))∂/∂x was studied; note
that in this case a and b depend only on the variable x. Suppose that (a + ib)(x) = xnka0(x) + ixmkb0(x), in some
neighborhood of xk . It was shown there that if, for instance, a(xk) = 0 and mk > 2nk − 1, for some k, then L is not
strongly solvable. Our assumption in the Theorem 3.4 is equivalent to 2mk  nk and t → b0(x, t) ≡ 0.
We will now move on to the proof of Theorem 3.4 and for that we will prove that properties () and () of
Theorem 3.3 are satisfied.
3.3. Beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.4: solving modulo flat functions
Fix xk ∈N . We may assume, without loss of generality, that xk = 0.
Lemma 3.10. Assume that condition (P) holds. Let c(x, t) ∼ cm(t)xm + cm+1(t)xm+1 + · · · be the Taylor expansion
of c = a + ib at {0} × T1, where m 1 and bm(t) ≡ 0. Then,
(i) bm does not change sign;
(ii) 
(∫ 2π0 cm(t)dt) = ∫ 2π0 bm(t)dt = 0.
Proof. The proof is an adaptation of that of a similar result in [1] (Lemma 4.1) (there, it is assumed that a ≡ 0). It
suffices to use the fact that b does not change sign over each two-dimensional orbit ([17], Theorem 3.1). 
Now if in the proof of Proposition 4.1 in [1] we substitute cm(t) for ibm(t) and then use lemma above, we obtain
the following result:
Lemma 3.11. Under the assumptions of lemma above, suppose that m 2. Then,
(i) The equation Lu = f can be solved modulo flat functions at {0} ×T1, provided that (δ(j)(x)⊗ 1t )(f ) = 0 for all
0 j m− 1;
(ii) F(0) is spanned by distributions δ(j)(x)⊗ 1t , 0 j m− 1.
It follows from the above proposition that in order to prove Theorem 3.4 it suffices to solve the equation Lu = f ,
when f is flat at {0} × T1.
3.4. Method of descent
Next, as in [1], we will make use of the so-called method of descent (see also [10,9]), which we now recall.
We must solve
Lu = f (3.1)
in Ω .= (−δ, δ)× T1, where f ∈ C∞(Ω) vanishes to infinite order along {0} × T1. The assumptions of Theorem 3.4
allow us to assume (by contracting δ if necessary) that c(x, t) = xm(a0(x, t)+ ib0(x, t)) in Ω , where m 2, and the
function x → b0(x, t0) = 0, ∀x ∈ (−δ, δ), for some t0, which, without loss of generality, we may take to be 0. Since
L satisfies condition (P), we may assume, without loss of generality that, b0  0. Thus we may write L, in Ω , in the
form:
L = ∂/∂t + xmc0(x, t)∂/∂x, (3.2)
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to apply the method of descent: we add the variable y and consider the following operator in (−δ, δ)× R × T1:
L= ∂/∂t + c0(x, t)
(
xm∂/∂x + ∂/∂y). (3.3)
The solvability of (3.1) is equivalent to the solvability of the overdetermined system{Lu = f,
∂u/∂y = 0. (3.4)
Define new coordinates: t¯ = t , y¯ = y, and x¯ = x(1 + (m − 1)yxm−1)−1/(m−1). We have (xm∂/∂x + ∂/∂y)x¯ = 0,
∂/∂yx¯ = −x¯m, ∂/∂y¯ = xm∂/∂x + ∂/∂y, and ∂/∂y = ∂/∂y¯ − x¯m∂/∂x¯.
The operator L, in the coordinates (x¯, y¯, t¯ ) is:
L = ∂/∂t¯ +C(x¯, y¯, t¯)∂/∂y¯, (3.5)
where C(x¯, y¯, t¯ ) = c0(x(x¯, y¯), t¯). Our next goal will then be to solve the system corresponding to (3.4), namely,{Lu = f ,
X u = 0, (3.6)
where
X  = ∂/∂y¯ − x¯m∂/∂x¯. (3.7)
We remark that x = x¯μ(x¯, y¯), for some non-vanishing μ. This implies that the function f (x¯, y¯, t¯ ) .= f (x¯μ(x¯, y¯), t¯ )
is flat at x¯ = 0, and furthermore satisfies the compatibility condition
X f  = 0. (3.8)
Finally note that [L,X ] = 0.
3.5. The new system
In this section, we will make a transformation of our system (3.6). For simplicity of notation, we will rename our
variables and operators. In the new variables, still denoted (x, y, t), we will consider the operator:
L= ∂/∂t + c(x, y, t)∂/∂y, where c = a + ib, (3.9)
defined on an open subset of R×R×T1 containing {0} ×R×T1, and we will assume that b 0 and b(0, y,0) = 0,
∀y ∈ R. We will also consider the operator:
X .= ∂/∂y − xm∂/∂x, (3.10)
where m 2, and we will assume that [L,X] = 0, or equivalently that Xc = 0 (for [L,X] = −(Xc)∂/∂y). When x = 0
we obtain 0 = Xc = ∂c/∂y; therefore c(0, y, t) does not depend on y, hence we have:
c(0, y, t) = a(0, y, t)+ ib(0, y, t) .= a◦(t)+ ib◦(t) .= c◦(t). (3.11)
We may assume, without loss of generality (use the change of variable y → τy, if necessary) that
2π∫
0
b◦(t)dt = 2π. (3.12)
Let M,λ ∈ R be such that
λ =
2π∫
0
a◦(t)dt (3.13)
and
M = sup
0t2π
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
a◦(t ′)dt ′
∣∣∣∣∣. (3.14)
0
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∫ s
0 a◦(t)dt, s) is an integral curve of 	L with initial point (0, y,0). Note that
γ(0,y,0)(s) = Ty ◦ γ(0,0,0)(s), where Ty : {0} ×R×T1 → {0} ×R×T1 is such that Ty(0, y′, t) = (0, y + y′, t). Hence
in order for us to have {0} × {0} × T1 ⊂⋃y∈[−β,β] γ(0,y,0)[0,2π], β > 0, it is necessary that β M .
Take positive real numbers δ and  so that L and X are defined in (−δ, δ) × (−3M − 1,3M + 1) × T1 and
b(x, y, t) = 0 if (x, y, t) ∈ (−δ, δ)× (−3M − 1,3M + 1)× (−, ).
Let the function f ∈ C∞((−δ, δ)× (−3M − 1,3M + 1)×T1) be flat at x = 0 and satisfying Xf = 0. Our goal is
to solve the overdetermined system: {Lu = f,
Xu = 0, (3.15)
in some neighborhood of {0} × {0} × T1.
In the remainder of this section, K will denote a compact subset of (−δ, δ)× (−3M −1,3M +1)×T1, containing
{0} × {0} × T1.
Lemma 3.12. The operator
L :C∞(K) −→ C∞(K)
is surjective.
Proof. We begin by recalling the notation of Theorem 7.3 in [12]. The characteristic set, C, of L is the set of zeros of

(x, y, t, ξ, η, τ ) = τ + (a(x, y, t)+ ib(x, y, t))η, with (ξ, η, τ ) = (0,0,0).
As in [12], let C2 be the subset of C where d(τ + aη) and d(bη) are linearly independent and let Ce2 be the union of
all semi-bicharacteristic curves which intersect C2. Let C11 be the set of all points in C \ Ce2 which can be connected
to a non-characteristic point by means of a semi-bicharacteristic curve. From [12] (Proposition 2.1) it follows that
Ce2 ∪ C11 ⊂ C. Since,
H	(
) = ∂t + a(x, y, t)∂y − η
[
ax(x, y, t)∂ξ + ay(x, y, t)∂η + at (x, y, t)∂τ
]
,
given p0 = (x0, y0, t0, ξ0, η0, τ0) ∈ C, it is easy to see that a bicharacteristic curve of 	
 with initial point p0 has
the form γp0(s) = (x0, y(s), t0 + s, ξ(s), η(s), τ (s)). If p1 = (x0, y(s0), t0 + s0, ξ(s0), η(s0), τ (s0)), with b(x0, y(s0),
t0 + s0) = 0, then it follows that:
(1) If η(s0) = 0 then τ(s0) = 0, for τ(s) = −a(x0, y(s), t0 + s) · η(s). Thus ξ(s0) = 0 and, d(τ + aη)|p1 =
dτ + a(x0, y(s0), t0 + s0)dη and d(bη)|p1 = b(x0, y(s0), t0 + s0)dη. Hence p0 ∈ Ce2, for p1 ∈ C2.(2) If η(s0) = 0 then p0 ∈ C11, for p1 /∈ C.
Therefore, the set {p ∈ C; ∃s0 ∈ Iγp with b(x, y(s0), t + s0) = 0} is contained in Ce2 ∪C11. Thus, if p0 ∈ C \Ce2 ∪C11
then b(x0, y(s), t0 +s) = 0,∀s, hence the projection of γp0 , into {x0}×(−3M−1,3M+1)×T1, is a one-dimensional
orbit; recall that one-dimensional orbits of the structure defined by L are the integral curves, s → (x, y(s), t + s), of
	L such that b(x, y(s), t + s) = 0, for all s. Since there is  > 0 such that b(x, y, t) = 0 if (x, y, t) ∈ V = (−δ, δ)×
(−3M − 1,3M + 1)× (−, ), we have that each one-dimensional orbit over {x0} × (−3M − 1,3M + 1)×T1 tends
to the boundary of such a set, as s → ω+(p0) or s → ω−(p0), because the curve (x0, y(s), t + s) is transversal to the
direction y and does not intersect V (here, as in the theory of ordinary differential equations, ω−(p0) and ω+(p0)
are, respectively, the left and the right end of the maximal interval, Ip0 = (ω−(p0),ω+(p0)), of definition of the curve
γp0 ). Therefore there is no one-dimensional orbit contained in K hence, if p0 ∈ C \ Ce2 ∪ C11, then the curve γp0 does
not lie over K . Thus, in order to verify that L satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 7.3 in [12] it suffices to verify
that no two-dimensional bicharacteristic lies over K . Let B be a two-dimensional bicharacteristic. If p0 ∈ B then B
contains the Sussmann orbit, M, through p0, of the set of Hamiltonians {H	
,H

}, for they are tangent to B. Since
the integral curves of H	
 and H

 project onto the integral curves of 	L and 
L, respectively, one sees that the
projection of M is indeed equal either to a one-dimensional or a two-dimensional orbit, W , of the structure defined
by L. As before, if W is one-dimensional then W does not intersect V hence M does not lie over K . If now W is
two-dimensional, then the previous reasoning says that we must assume, also, that W intersects V . Thus W contains
V hence M does not lie over K . Therefore, from what we saw above, B does not lie over K .
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v ∈ C∞c (K): tLv = 0
}
.
Since the support of v (v belonging to the set above) is a union of Sussmann orbits ([18], Proposition 2.3) and no such
orbit is contained in K , we have: {
v ∈ C∞c (K): tLv = 0
}= {0}.
Therefore the final conclusion follows from [12] (Theorem 7.3). 
Lemma 3.13. Let
L0 = ∂/∂t + c(0, y, t)∂/∂y,
and let v0 ∈ C∞({(y, t): (0, y, t) ∈ K}) such that L0v0 = 0. Then there is v ∈ C∞(K) satisfying Lv = 0 and
v(0, y, t) = v0(y, t).
Proof. The argument (which we will recall now) is the one used in [12] (Corollary 4.4) and also in [1] (Lemma 5.1.2).
Since Lv0(y, t)|x=0 = 0, we have Lv0/x ∈ C∞(K). Now Lemma 3.12 implies the existence of v˜ ∈ C∞(K) such thatLv˜ = Lv0/x. Define v .= v0 − xv˜. Then Lv = Lv0 − xLv˜ = 0 and v(0, y, t) = v0(y, t)− 0.v˜(0, y, t) = v0(y, t). 
Proposition 3.14. The following statements hold:
(i) Suppose that f ∈ C∞(K) vanishes of order m 1 at x = 0. Then there is a solution v ∈ C∞(K) to the equation
Lv = f , with v vanishing of order m at x = 0.
(ii) Let f ∈ C∞(K) be flat at x = 0. Then there is a solution v ∈ C∞(K) to the equation Lv = f , with v flat at x = 0.
Proof. We will only prove (ii). The argument is the same as in [1] (Proposition 5.1.1). Lemma 3.12 implies the
existence of a solution, w ∈ C∞(K), to the equation Lw = f . We claim that there is a sequence of solutions, {hj }, to
the homogeneous equation Lhj = 0, with hj ∈ C∞(K), such that
wk(x, y, t)
.= w(x,y, t)−
k∑
j=0
hj (x, y, t)
xj
j ! = O
(|x|k+1), (3.16)
for each k. Indeed, if k = 0, then we have L0{w(0, y, t)} = 0, hence by Lemma 3.13, there is h0 ∈ C∞(K) such that
Lh0 = 0 and h0(0, y, t) = w(0, y, t), thus, (3.16) is verified when k = 0. Assume now that h1, . . . , hk have already
been found in such a way that (3.16) is verified. Next we apply the operator ∂k+1x to Lwk and restrict to x = 0; we
obtain, from (3.16), that L0{(∂k+1x wk)(0, y, t)} = 0. Lemma 3.13 again implies the existence of hk+1 ∈ C∞(K) such
that Lhk+1 = 0 and hk+1(0, y, t) = (∂k+1x wk)(0, y, t). Hence
wk+1(x, y, t)
.= wk(x, y, t)− hk+1(x, y, t) x
k+1
(k + 1)! = O
(|x|k+2),
for (∂jxwk+1)(0, y, t) = 0, if j = 0, . . . , k + 1. The construction of the sequence {hj } is complete. Finally, take
a sequence σj ∈ C∞c in the variable x, with σj ≡ 1 in a neighborhood of the origin, in such a way that
R(x, y, t) =
∞∑
j=0
σj (x)hj (x, y, t)
xj
j !
defines a smooth function in a neighborhood of K . We have LR = 0, hence the function v .= w−R satisfies Lv = f ;
therefore, from (3.16), we obtain that v is flat at x = 0. 
Let f be as in system (3.15) and define g .= Xv, where v is given by Proposition 3.14. Since
Lg = LXv = XLv = Xf = 0,
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Xw = g, (3.17)
where g is flat at x = 0, with Lg = 0, in a neighborhood of K (in fact, the final solution to the system (3.15) will be
u = v −w).
3.6. The semi-global first integral
Recall that we are studying the operator,
L= ∂/∂t + c(x, y, t)∂/∂y, c = a + ib, (3.18)
in the open set (−δ, δ)× (−3M − 1,3M + 1)× T1 under the assumption that b 0 for all (x, y, t), and that there is
 > 0 such that b(x, y, t) > 0 if (x, y, t) ∈ (−δ, δ)× (−3M − 1,3M + 1)× (−, ).
Recall also that we have Xc = 0, where
X = ∂/∂y − xm∂/∂x, (3.19)
which implies that
c(0, y, t) = a(0, y, t)+ ib(0, y, t) .= a◦(t)+ ib◦(t) .= c◦(t). (3.20)
Finally recall that
2π∫
0
b◦(t)dt = 2π, (3.21)
and set
sup
0t2π
∣∣∣∣∣
t∫
0
a◦(t ′)dt ′
∣∣∣∣∣= M,
2π∫
0
a◦(t)dt = λ. (3.22)
Let K = [− δ2 , δ2 ] × [−3M − δ2 ,3M + δ2 ] × T1. Now Lemma 3.12 implies that there is U ∈ C∞(K) such that
LU = −cy. (3.23)
Since cy = xmcx , Proposition 3.14 , yields a solution U satisfying
U(x,y, t) = O(|x|m). (3.24)
If we define:
V (x, y, t) =
y∫
0
eU(x,y
′,t) dy′ −
t∫
0
c(x,0, t ′)eU(x,0,t ′) dt ′, (3.25)
we obtain, after straightforward computations,
LV = 0. (3.26)
Now define:
θ(x) = 2π
( 2π∫
0
−ic(x,0, t)eU(x,0,t) dt
)−1
. (3.27)
After contracting δ, if necessary, we obtain θ ∈ C∞(−δ, δ); note that, in view of (3.20)–(3.22) and (3.24), we have
θ(0) = 2π2π−iλ . Now the periodicity of U in the variable t implies that
θ(x)V (x, y,2π)− θ(x)V (x, y,0) = −2π i.
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Z(x, y, t) = eθ(x)V (x,y,t), (3.28)
satisfies Z ∈ C∞(K), and
LZ = 0, Zy = 0. (3.29)
We also have:
Z(0, y, t) = eθ(0)V (0,y,t), (3.30)
with
θ(0)V (0, y, t) = 2π
2π − iλ
(
y −
t∫
0
c◦(t ′)dt ′
)
= 2π
4π2 + λ2 (2π + iλ)
(
y −
t∫
0
c◦(t ′)dt ′
)
= 2π
4π2 + λ2
{[
2π
(
y −
t∫
0
a◦(t ′)dt ′
)
+ λ
t∫
0
b◦(t ′)dt ′
]
+ i
[
λ
(
y −
t∫
0
a◦(t ′)dt ′
)
− 2π
t∫
0
b◦(t ′)dt ′
]}
.
Let γ(x,y,t)(s) = (x,φ(s, y), s + t) be the integral curve of 	L with initial point (x, y, t). Since γ(0,y,0)(s) =
(0, y + ∫ s0 a◦(t)dt, s), we have:
Z
(
γ(0,y,0)(s)
)= e 2π2π−iλ (y−i ∫ s0 b◦(t)dt). (3.31)
From (3.30) we obtain |Z|y(0, y, t) > 0, and (argZ)y(0, y, t) = 2π4π2+λ2 · λ = 0, if λ = 0. By contracting δ > 0, if
necessary, we may assume that
|Z|y > 0 and (argZ)y = 0, if λ = 0, (3.32)
(in particular, sgn[(argZ)y] = sgn(λ), if λ = 0) in (−δ, δ)× (−3M − 1,3M + 1)× T1.
In what follows, consider for each ′ ∈ (0,1),
A(′) .= {ζ : e− 4π2(2M−λ)4π2+λ2 − ′ < |ζ | < e 8π2M4π2+λ2 + ′}, if λ 0,
and
A(′) .= {ζ : e− 8π2M4π2+λ2 − ′ < |ζ | < e 4π2(2M+λ)4π2+λ2 + ′}, if λ < 0.
Also, for each (x, y, t) ∈ (−δ, δ)× (−2M − 1,2M + 1)× (−, ), let β(x,φ(2π,y),t)(s) = (x,ψ(s,φ(2π,y)), t) be the
integral curve of − sgn(λ)
(L) with initial point (x,φ(2π,y), t). Furthermore, define the juxtaposition α(x,y,t)(s) =
β˜(x,φ(2π,y),t) ∗ γ˜(x,y,t)(s), where γ˜(x,y,t)(s) = γ(x,y,t)|[0,2π](s), β˜(x,φ(2π,y),t) = β(x,φ(2π,y),t)|[0,s0] , and s0 is such that
β(x,φ(2π,y),t)(s0) = (x, y, t). Denotes by Dα(x,y,t) the domain of the curve α(x,y,t).
Lemma 3.15. The equality Z(α(x,y,t)(s1)) = Z(α(x,y,t)(s2)) holds if and only if one have α(x,y,t)(sj ) = γ(x,y,t)(sj ),
j = 1,2, and one of the following properties is verified:
(i) s1 = 0, s2 = 2π , and γ(x,y,t) is periodic (note that in this case β˜(x,φ(2π,y),t)(s) ≡ (x, y, t));
(ii) 0 < s1 < s2 < 2π and b ◦ γ(x,y,t)|[s1,s2](s) ≡ 0.
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0 = |Z|tei argZ + |Z|i(argZ)tei argZ + a|Z|yei argZ + a|Z|i(argZ)yei argZ
+ ib|Z|yei argZ + ib|Z|i(argZ)yei argZ
= ei argZ[(|Z|t + a|Z|y − b|Z|(argZ)y)+ i(|Z|(argZ)t + a|Z|(argZ)y + b|Z|y)].
Thus { |Z|t + a|Z|y − b|Z|(argZ)y = 0,
|Z|(argZ)t + a|Z|(argZ)y + b|Z|y = 0,
hence (argZ)t + a(argZ)y = −b|Z|y/|Z| 0 and |Z|t + a|Z|y = b|Z|(argZ)y . In particular,
(
argZ ◦ γ(x,y,t)
)′
(s) = −b(γ(x,y,t)(s)) |Z|y(γ(x,y,t)(s))|Z|(γ(x,y,t)(s))  0 (3.33)
and (|Z| ◦ γ(x,y,t))′(s) = (b|Z|(argZ)y) ◦ γ(x,y,t). (3.34)
On the other hand, (3.32) implies that, along β(x,φ(2π,y),t), argZ satisfies:(
argZ ◦ β(x,φ(2π,y),t)
)′
(s) = − sgn(λ)[b(argZ)y] ◦ β(x,φ(2π,y),t) < 0. (3.35)
Hence, from (3.33) and (3.35) we conclude that Z ◦ α(x,y,t)(Dα(x,y,t) ) is a closed curve which winds once around
the origin in the clockwise sense; furthermore, we obtain that Z ◦ γ˜(x,y,t)((0,2π)) ∩ Z ◦ β˜(x,φ(2π,y),t)((0, s0)) = ∅.
By (3.35), Z ◦ β˜(x,φ(2π,y),t) is injective, and by (3.33) and (3.34), the equality Z(γ˜(x,y,t)(s1)) = Z(γ˜(x,y,t)(s2)), with
s1 < s2, holds if and only if b ◦ γ(x,y,t)|[s1,s2](s) ≡ 0. 
The continuous dependence of γ(x,y,0) with respect to the initial data implies that there exists 0 < σ < δ2 such that
Kσ =⋃ x∈[−σ,σ ]
y∈[−2M−σ,2M+σ ]
α(x,y,0)(Dα(x,y,0) ) is a compact subset of (−δ, δ)× (−3M − 1,3M + 1)×T1, and contains
{0} × {0} × T1 (according to the discussion following (3.14)).
Lemma 3.16. Let u ∈ C∞(Kσ ) with Lu = 0. If (x, y,0) ∈ Kσ , then
∂y
{ 2π∫
0
[
u · (Zt + aZy)
](
γ(x,y,0)(s)
)
ds −
s0∫
0
(
u · sgn(λ)bZy
)(
β(x,φ(2π,y),0)(s)
)
ds
}
= 0.
Proof. In the proof of this lemma we will use the notation L= D3 + cD2. Since
L(D2Z) = D3D2Z + cD2D2Z = D2D3Z +D2(cD2Z)−D2cD2Z
= D2(LZ)−D2cD2Z = −D2cD2Z,
we have:
∂y
{[
u · (D3Z + aD2Z)
] ◦ γ(x,y,0)(s)}
= ∂y
{[
u · (−ibD2Z)
] ◦ γ(x,y,0)(s)}
= D2(−ib · uD2Z)
(
γ(x,y,0)(s)
) · ∂yφ(s, y)
= [−iD2b · uD2Z − ib ·D2(uD2Z)](γ(x,y,0)(s)) · ∂yφ(s, y)
= [−iD2b · uD2Z + (D3 + aD2)(uD2Z)−L(uD2Z)](γ(x,y,0)(s)) · ∂yφ(s, y)
= [D2a · uD2Z + (D3 + aD2)(uD2Z)](γ(x,y,0)(s)) · ∂yφ(s, y). (3.36)
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D2a(γ(x,y,0)(s)) · ∂yφ(s, y), hence by (3.36), we obtain
∂y
{[
u · (D3Z + aD2Z)
] ◦ γ(x,y,0)(s)}= ∂s[(u ·D2Z)(γ(x,y,0)(s)) · ∂yφ(s, y)].
Therefore
∂y
{ 2π∫
0
[
u · (D3Z + aD2Z)
](
γ(x,y,0)(s)
)
ds
}
= u ·D2Z
(
γ(x,y,0)(s)
) · ∂yφ(s, y)∣∣2π0 . (3.37)
On the other hand, by a change s → ψ(s,φ(2π,y)) we obtain:
−
s0∫
0
(
u · sgn(λ)bD2Z
)(
β(x,φ(s,y),0)(s)
)
ds =
y∫
φ(2π,y)
(u ·D2Z)(x, s,0)ds.
Also,
∂y
{ y=φ(0,y)∫
φ(2π,y)
(u ·D2Z)(x, s,0)ds
}
= u ·D2Z(x, y,0) · ∂yφ(0, y)− u ·D2Z
(
x,φ(2π,y),0
) · ∂yφ(2π,y). (3.38)
Therefore, from (3.37) and (3.38) the result follows. 
3.7. The representation of semi-global solutions
We will now proceed to a major step in the transformation of our problem.
Set K˜σ =⋃ x∈[−σ,σ ]
y∈[−M−σ,M+σ ]
α(x,y,0)(Dα(x,y,0) ).
Proposition 3.17. Given σ > 0, there exist 0 < σ0  σ and 0 < ′ < 1 such that
(x, y, t) ∈ K˜σ0 ⇒ Z(x, y, t) ∈A(′),
and such that the following property is verified: if u ∈ C∞(Kσ ) satisfies Lu = 0 then there exists a smooth function
H defined in [−σ0, σ0] and taking its values in the space of holomorphic functions on A(′) such that
u(x, y, t) = H (x,Z(x, y, t)), if (x, y, t) ∈ K˜σ0 . (3.39)
Proof. Let u ∈ C∞(Kσ ) such that Lu = 0.
By using (3.30), (3.31), and uniform continuity, we reach the conclusion that there exist κ,ρ1, ρ2, ρ′1, ρ′2, with
0 < κ < σ , ρ1 > e
8π2M
4π2+λ2 and ρ2 < e
− 4π2(2M−λ)
4π2+λ2 if λ 0, whereas ρ′1 > e
4π2(2M+λ)
4π2+λ2 and ρ′2 < e
− 8π2M
4π2+λ2 if λ < 0, such that
for |x| κ and s ∈ Dα ,∣∣Z(α(x,2M+σ,0)(s))∣∣ ρ1, ∣∣Z(α(x,−2M−σ,0)(s))∣∣ ρ2, if λ 0, (3.40)
and ∣∣Z(α(x,2M+σ,0)(s))∣∣ ρ′1, ∣∣Z(α(x,−2M−σ,0)(s))∣∣ ρ′2, if λ < 0. (3.41)
Indeed, from (3.30) and (3.31), we obtain:
∣∣Z ◦ β(0,φ(2π,y),0)(s)∣∣= e 4π2ψ(s,φ(2π,y))4π2+λ2
and ∣∣Z(γ(0,y,0)(s))∣∣= e 2π4π2+λ2 (2πy+λ ∫ s0 b◦(t)dt),
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and ∣∣Z(α(0,−2M−σ,0)(s))∣∣ e− 4π2(2M+σ−λ)4π2+λ2 ;
whereas if λ < 0, then ∣∣Z(α(0,2M+σ,0)(s))∣∣ e 4π2(2M+σ+λ)4π2+λ2 ,
and ∣∣Z(α(0,−2M−σ,0)(s))∣∣ e− 4π2(2M+σ)4π2+λ2 .
By Lemma 3.16 the following functions of x ∈ [−κ, κ] are well-defined and smooth, for j ∈ Z:
Aj(x) = − 12π i
2π∫
0
u(γ(x,y,0)(s))
Z(γ(x,y,0)(s))j+1
(Zt + aZy)
(
γ(x,y,0)(s)
)
ds
− 1
2π i
s0∫
0
u(β(x,φ(2π,y),0)(s))
Z(β(x,φ(2π,y),0)(s))j+1
(− sgn(λ)bZy)(β(x,φ(2π,y),0)(s))ds.
From (3.40) and (3.41) we obtain, for x ∈ [−κ, κ], the following estimates, for j = 0:∣∣A(
)j (x)∣∣C
|j |
ρ|j |2 , j −1 and ∣∣A(
)j (x)∣∣C
|j |
ρ−|j |1 , j > −1, if λ 0;
and ∣∣A(
)j (x)∣∣ C
|j |
ρ′2|j |, j −1 and ∣∣A(
)j (x)∣∣C
|j |
ρ′1−|j |, j > −1, if λ < 0.
Therefore, for some ′ > 0, the Laurent series
H(x, ζ ) =
∑
j∈Z
Aj(x)ζ
j (3.42)
defines a smooth function of x ∈ [−κ, κ] valued in O(A(′)). Note that ′ depends only on ρ1, ρ2 (respectively
ρ′1, ρ′2).
Let us now fix 0 < σ0 < κ such that
(x, y) ∈ [−σ0, σ0] × [−M − σ0,M + σ0] ⇒ Z
(
α(x,y,0)(Dα(x,y,0) )
)⊂A(′).
We must prove (3.39). Fix (x, y,0) ∈ K˜σ0 . Note that
1
2π i
2π∫
0
H(x,Z(γ(x,y,0)(s)))
Z(γ(x,y,0)(s))j+1
(Zt + aZy)
(
γ(x,y,0)(s)
)
ds + 1
2π i
y∫
φ(2π,y)
H(x,Z(x, s,0))
Z(x, s,0)j+1
Zy(x, s,0)ds
= 1
2π i
∫
Z◦α(x,y,0)
H(x, ζ )
ζ j+1
dζ = −Aj(x).
Thus, for each j ∈ Z, we have:
2π∫
0
[
u
(
γ(x,y,0)(s)
)−H (x,Z(γ(x,y,0)(s)))] (Zt + aZy)(γ(x,y,0)(s))
Z(γ(x,y,0)(s))j+1
ds
+
y∫ [
u(x, s,0)−H (x,Z(x, s,0))] Zy(x, s,0)
Z(x, s,0)j+1
ds = 0. (3.43)
φ(2π,y)
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Indeed, the function u is well-defined in view of Lemma 3.15, because Lu = 0; the continuity is trivial.
Set v = u −H(x, ·); then (3.43) implies that∫
Z◦α(x,y,0)
v(ζ )
ζ j+1
dζ = 0, ∀j ∈ Z, (3.44)
hence ∫
Z◦α(x,y,0)
v(ζ )
z− ζ dζ = 0, z /∈ Z ◦ α(x,y,0). (3.45)
It follows from [24] (Lemma 2.7) that v = 0. The proof of (3.39) is complete. 
3.8. End of the proof of Theorem 3.4
We are now ready to complete the resolution of the system in (3.17), that is, Lw = 0, Xw = g; we will use K = Kσ .
Recall that Lg = 0; thus Proposition 3.17 yields:
g(x, y, t) = G(x,Z(x, y, t)),
where G is a smooth function on [−η,η], valued in O(A(′)), for some η, ′ > 0; furthermore, G is flat at x = 0.
We will look for a solution, w, to (3.17), with w of the form,
w(x,y, t) = W (x,Z(x, y, t)),
where W ∈ C∞((−η′, η′),O(A())), for some η′. We automatically have Lw = 0 and all we need now is to guarantee
that Xw = g.
If w is of the above form, then we have:
Xw(x,y, t) = (∂y − xm∂x)[W (x,Z(x, y, t))]
= Wζ
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)
Zy(x, y, t)− xm
[
Wx
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)+Wζ (x,Z(x, y, t))Zx(x, y, t)]
= (XZ)(x, y, t)Wζ
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)− xmWx(x,Z(x, y, t)).
At this point it is important to remark that we have L(XZ) = X(LZ) = 0, hence we may apply Proposition 3.17 to
write (by contracting η and ′ if necessary),
(XZ)(x, y, t) = A(x,Z(x, y, t)),
where A is a smooth function on [−η,η], valued in O(A(′)), for some η, ′ > 0.
Our computation above yields:
Xw(x,y, t) = A(x,Z(x, y, t))Wζ (x,Z(x, y, t))− xmWx(x,Z(x, y, t)).
Hence we have Xw = g if and only if we have:
A
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)
Wζ
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)− xmWx(x,Z(x, y, t))= G(x,Z(x, y, t)),
or, with ζ = Z(x, y, t),
A(x, ζ )Wζ (x, ζ )− xmWx(x, ζ ) = G(x, ζ ).
In other words, we are led to finding a solution, W , to the equation,
PW = G, (3.46)
where
P = A(x, ζ )∂/∂ζ − xm∂/∂x. (3.47)
An analysis of the above computations shows that the following proposition is true (see also [1], Proposition 6.2).
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where P is given by (3.47). Then we have that the function w(x,y, t) = W(x,Z(x, y, t)) is a solution to (3.17) in a
neighborhood of {0} × {0} × T1.
Next, as in [1], we study the function A(x, ζ ). We have:
A
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)= (XZ)(x, y, t) = X{θ(x)V (x, y, t)}Z(x, y, t),
and
X
{
θ(x)V (x, y, t)
}= θ(x)∂yV − xmV ∂xθ − xmθ∂xV = θ(x)eU(x,y,t) + O(|x|m),
therefore
X
{
θ(x)V (x, y, t)
}− θ(x) = θ(x){eU(x,y,t) − 1}+ O(|x|m);
hence (3.24) implies that
X
{
θ(x)V (x, y, t)
}− θ(x) = O(|x|m).
We obtain:
A
(
x,Z(x, y, t)
)= X{θ(x)V (x, y, t)}Z(x, y, t) = θ(x)Z(x, y, t)+ O(|x|m). (3.48)
Define:
A(x, ζ ) = A(x, ζ )− θ(x)ζ. (3.49)
Now (3.48) implies (
∂
j
xA

)(
0,Z(0, y, t)
)= 0, j = 0, . . . ,m− 1,
hence
A(x, ζ ) = O(|x|m). (3.50)
(here we use the fact that A(x, ζ ) is holomorphic in ζ and ∂jxA(0, ζ ) = 0, if ζ = Z(0, y, t), for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1).
As in [1] (pp. 22–23), one sees that, in order to solve (3.46) it suffices to solve the equation:
xmw′(x) = θ(x)T w(x)+ xm(B(x)T w(x)+ g(x)), (3.51)
where m  2, T .= ζ∂ζ , B(x) = B(x, ζ ) = A(x,ζ )xmζ and g : [−η,η] → H, where H = O(A(′)) ∩ L2(A(′)) (g is
a given smooth function which is flat at x = 0); also, (3.51) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem A.1.1 of [1]. Since
Theorem A.1.1 of [1] solves (3.51), the proof is complete. 
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